December 16, 2020

Scholarship Coordinator
Virginia High School

The Gloria Wille Bell and Carlos R. Bell Charitable Trust

Dear Scholarship Coordinator:

I write to inform you of The Gloria Wille Bell and Carlos R. Bell Scholarship Program for the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. During their lifetimes, Gloria Wille Bell and Carlos R. Bell, longtime residents of Gloucester County, Virginia, created a trust fund to provide scholarship support to forward the careers of students pursuing degrees in engineering, mathematics, physics, computer science or another related scientific field at the University of Michigan.

The scholarship support is based on academic accomplishments rather than financial need. The scholarship program will provide up to $80,000 over four years of undergraduate study to students selected from the Commonwealth of Virginia, with a preference given to residents of the Gloucester, Virginia area.

The scholarship program is available online and all applications, including essays, will be submitted online. Please visit the trust’s website www.bellscholarship.org for detailed information about the scholarship in general, frequently asked questions, and the application process, including essay details. I enclose a school flyer with further details about the scholarship.

I hope that your students will take advantage of this educational opportunity. Given the limited number of students who have applied in the past, the opportunity to receive the scholarship is quite high. Go Blue!

Sincerely,

Benjamin S. Candland, Trustee
The Gloria Wille Bell and Carlos R. Bell Charitable Trust is pleased to announce its annual merit scholarship opportunity.

Gloria Wille Bell and Carlos R. Bell Scholarship Program

During their lifetimes, Gloria Wille Bell and Carlos R. Bell (BSE '44), long-time residents of Gloucester County, Virginia, created a trust fund to provide scholarship support to forward the careers of students pursuing degrees in engineering, mathematics, physics, computer science or another related scientific field at the University of Michigan.

*The scholarship program will provide up to $80,000 over four years of undergraduate study to students selected from the Commonwealth of Virginia, with preference given to residents of the Gloucester, Virginia area.

*Scholarships will be awarded to first year students entering the College of Engineering or the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

*Recipients must be enrolled at the University of Michigan and pursuing an undergraduate degree program in engineering, mathematics, physics, computer science or another related scientific field.

*Scholarship support is for four years or through graduation, whichever is less, and annual renewal is contingent on satisfactory academic progress.

To apply and for additional information, please visit the website at:

www.bellscholarship.org